Medical Hall was only a mass of blackened ruins. In one hour's time what has been spread with such rapidity that it was impossible to save but notwithstanding all the efforts made the fi

greater part of the clothing, bedding, furniture, etc. was engines were well served and officers and men worked shortly aft

They are not allowed to take over $1000 in money. All the secesh ladies here who have hold fortifications around here. The authorities have found it is no use to try to fortify

Fortifications and a hospital erected there. I suppose

A good many people were in from Franklin, they were running from the whole when they found more running toward to Xenia.

They have captured the other day starting from Ci

The notorious rebel "emissary" Miss Moon was order No. 2 of Gen Q.A. Gilmore.

The local new is that the rebels think Kentucky in a military today and there is quite a stir among the military.

A battery or part of one was brought into the college Thursday Jan 1, 1863

About 300 more sick are expected here a

Tuesday May 23rd

About 27 prisoners brought in last night dressed in our uniforms. That is the way the rebels are able to find out so much about our movements; dressed in our uniforms. That is the way the rebels are able to

Another scare, the rebels at Richmond this morning; dressed in our uniforms. That is the way the rebels are able to

Now there is a few Fighting that which any persons has been or is

The Draft in Ky has been stopped; it is doubted now whether we will have any at all, as some mistakes have
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